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EMI
 - “EMI essentially refers to the teaching of a subject using the medium of English, but where there
are no explicit language learning aims and where English is not the national language” (OECD
2014)
 - ELF: As Smit (2005: 67) puts it “refer[s] to the use of English amongst multilingual interlocutors
whose common language is English and who [usually] communicate in a country or area in which
English is not used in daily life”.
 - Increase in the provision of courses in English as Medium of Instruction in European universities
 - Compete for international students
 - English is considered a fundamental skill for mobility and employability

Internationalisation and language policy

(Spolsky 2004))

State of the art
 Many universities claim to be deeply international, but they are in essence deeply national at the
linguistic level.
 ELF has emerged as a necessary tool for the international university, because language is such a
key component of academic life
 Claims to internationalism ring somewhat hollow if language policies do not favour the acceptance
of ELF
 Need for written bi/multilingual policies

Understanding language policy … through language practices

Background (Practices)
Dominance of lecture format and scarce interactivity (Costa & Coleman, 2012; Dafouz, 2011)

Careful planning, little improvisation (Wozniak, 2013; Helm & Guarda, ms.)

Gap in EMI: Science & Technology vs. Social Sciences & Humanities (Fortanet-Gómez, 2013)

Little focus on language (e.g. correction, modelling) (Airey, 2012)

Language Practices: Language in context
• “Communities of practice” is a key
concept(Wenger 1998)
• Communicative practices are shaped,
constructed and defined by communities
themselves
• The norms are not pre-established, and they
are not exo-normatively imposed, but they are
negotiated by its users (“mutual
engagement”) for specific purposes (“joint
enterprise”) by making use of the members’
lingua-cultural resources (“shared
repertoire”). (Wenger 1998)
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University of Zaragoza: an ethnographic case study
• EMI PRACTICES IN DIFFERENT DISCIPLINES
• 18 lectures were collected as raw data for their observation and interpretation.
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Case Study
Purpose of this study: observe and analyse Tertiary Education Lecturers’ ELF communication,
particularly the pragmatic strategies they use to prevent and solve break-downs in communication
and negotiate meaning successfully.
Participants: Spanish lecturers and Spanish and international Students (French, Finish, German,
etc) deemed successful users of English rather than learners of the English language.
Method: recording and transcription of the oral naturally occurring discourse produced mainly by
the lecturer. Qualitative Content Analysis (Schrier 2012) plus critical Discourse Analysis (cDA)
were used. VOICE corpus transcription conventions (2007)

Pragmatic Strategies
• Pre-work/prospective work (Mauranen,
2006): talk that consists of strategies
employed by speakers to avoid disturbance
in communication.
 Multilingual resources (code-switching and
on a higher extent literal translation)

•

Post-work/retrospective work (Mauranen,
2006): Going back to a specific instance of
speech in a conversation and doing remedial
work.
 Repairs: self-repair and other-repair
 Paraphrase

 Metadiscourse devices
 Repetition
 Flow-keepers.

Multilingual Resources: Speaker’s awareness of their condition of
ELF speakers
• Example:
L: You have already seen projecting tech (2)
projective techniques ok? in order to know
the subconscious of consumers (.) the hidden
attitudes ok? (.) the intrinsic motivations of
certain behavior and then we have this kind
of objective task performance technique or
<L1>Tecnica del desempeño de la tarea
objetiva</L1> (.) Why I put the translation?
because I didn't find it eeh in English ok? But
as we have to exactly replicate the Spanish
contents into English I had to put this ok?
But (.) well (.) this kind of technique is when
for example (.) we ask some consumers to
recall an event.

- Literal translation + Explanation of why he
changes code
- Lecturers verbalize their linguistic/content
difficulties
- Relevant items of vocabulary
- Prompt listeners to co-create shared meaning
- Request alignment
- Ensure interlocutor’s understanding
- keep his flow
- Efficient and time-saving strategy
- Useful in a rather monolingual context
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Metadiscourse devices: Speaker’s awareness of their condition of
ELF speakers
• Example:
L: Two key points before going on (.) mmm in case
you have (.) you are familiarized with phonetics
hmm this is the correct way of saying these words,
ok? we have 'survey it is a noun (.) and to sur'vey
it is a a verb (.) but the most important thing its
<pvc> questio'nnaire </pvc> ok? It's not <pvc>
'questionnaire
</pvc>
it's
not
<pvc>
questionnary </pvc> it's not <pvc> questionniry
</pvc> ok? (.) so this is the this is the word, ok?
last year I had a lots lots of <pvc >
questionnary<pvc> (.) <pvc> ques questionnare
</pvc>(.) so you have this information you can
look it up in Wordreference or in other platforms
(.) questio'nnaire ok? (2) I'm sorry, because
probably I will say another word I will probably
say <pvc> 'questionnaire </pvc> because I am
used to say <pvc> ‘questionnaire </pvc> but the
correct way is questio’nnaire (.) ok?
•

- Comment on terms
- Phonetic pronunciation (focus on form)
- Verbalize their linguistic difficulties
- Correction/modeling
- Request alignment
(Mauranen 2006, Björkman 2010)
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“Fillers” or “Flow keepers”
• FLOW KEEPER s “I MEAN” and “I THINK”
L: Do you think you are going to buy
my time only for five euros? come one!
But (.) I mean (2) Oh if I can
participate and help Red Cross (2) This
is like the the caps of the bottles that
some of you, some of us collect and
leave there or in some other places and
for (.) I think for every kilo a company
gives you one euro for charity.

- Support speaker’s point and opinion
- Explicitation
(Björkman 2010)
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Repairs: Self-repair
• Example 1:
L: You have saw. (.) you have seen already,
you have seen already focus groups, you
have seen uuh depth interviews, we have
been observation ok?
• Example 2:
L: So, let’s start with the unit. Ok, so this
unit is related to to surveys, to
questionnaires eeh I assume that perhaps is
the most common technique (.) the most
common research method technique that
you now.

- Grammar or formulation issues
- Conceptualization or wording
issues
(Mauranen, 2006)
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Repairs: Others-repair
S3: Ok, so we have one experimental group, with eeh, I
mean it's ramdomly selected and asigned and bueno, we do
we have the first, we have the treatment first.
L: we 'apply the treatment
S3: we apply the treatment, then we observe it
L: it?
S3: no we observe
L: what?
S3: the <1> the (.) dependent </1>
L: <1> the dependent variable </1>
S3: yes (.) And then we have...we ap apply it twice, we
apply it twice and we and we see the se...
L: =we aply again. Twice will be that we apply and apply
S3: yes
L: in total you apply twice to this group ok?

- other-repairstrategies made by the
lecturer to the students when trying to
co-create meaning (Kirkpatrick, 2007)

≠ “let it pass” / “make-it-normal”
(Firth, 1996)
- semantic-related inaccuracies
- Correction/modeling
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Repetition
• Example:
L: we observe the varia...the
dependent variable, the dependent, the
only one, the dependent
S3: and then we compare
L: and then we comp...well we will
compare later, we will analyse the
'results the re'sults later, ok?

- Explicitation/clarification strategy
- To give the listener the opportunity
to rehear the item in question
- To specify information that he
wants to highlight in importance
- to make sense of his own words
(Björkman ,2010; Mauranen, 2006)
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Paraphrase
• Example:
L: If you have a problem with a
company, with a telecommunications
company and you call to the to the call
center, after the call is over (.) you
receive a call asking about your
satisfaction with the eeh with the
attendance of the (.) how the eeh
personal has attended your request (.) if
had (.) if you are satisfied (.) this is a
machine ok? most time (.) most of the
times

- Explicitation strategy
- to give the listener the
opportunity to rehear the utterance
formulated in a more explicit and
accessible way
- Assumption that it was not clear
enough before.
(Cogo, 2009; Kaur, 2009)
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Preliminary findings
Interdisciplinary Differences : More and different pragmatic strategies have been found in Social Sciences
lectures recordings than in Humanities and Natural Sciences lectures.
 SOCIAL SCIENCES:
 Business Degree taught in English and Spanish to different groups

 Contents’ exact reproduction in both groups
 Problems to translate specific terms
 Deployment of pragmatic strategies, such as rephrasing, comment on terms and literal translation.
 HUMANITIES
 Degrees of English Studies and Modern Languages only taught in English
 Multilingual resources plus metadiscourse devices.

 NATURAL SCIENCES
 Scientific language is widely internationalized and shared among different communities of practice of
ELF users
 No use of multilingual resources, use of metadiscourse devices.

Preliminary findings
 Fears of under-performance when deliverying in English  increase the use of clarification , selfcorrection or explicitness strategies.
 Speakers’ orientations to repair their own speech  belief in the effective role of grammatical
correctness in facilitating mutual intelligibility or ensuring their correct meaning.
 Code-switching to L1 used to convey a message while signalling linguistic identity (intrinsic
characteristic of ELF communication)
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